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In [3] the basic methods for sorting – quicksort, insertion sort, selection sort are
described. These methods are presented axiomatic in this article by language of
predicate logic, described in [1] and [2]. The functions quicksort, inssort and selsort
describe methods quicksort, insertion sort and selection sort. The most important
properties of these functions are showed. The theorem proves the equivalence of these
methods.

1. Notation. A tuple is a finite collection of elements, called atoms. The set of
atoms may be either finite or infinite. The empty tuple, denoted by “<>”, has no atoms
at all. The unary predicate symbol atom (x ) is true if x denotes an atom, and false
otherwise. The unary predicate symbol list (x ) is true if x denotes a tuple. The value
of the binary function “•” is the tuple obtained by concatenation of the atom a and the
tuple x − a • x.

The concept tuple is defined by the following axioms:
1. list (<>);
2. (∀ atom a)(∀ list x)(not ((a • x) =<>));
3. (∀ atom a)(∀ listx)(list(a • x));
4. (∀ atom a, b)(∀ list x, y)(if a • x = b • y then a = b and x = y);
5. (if (F [<>] and (∀ atom a)(∀ list x)( if F [x] then F [a • x]) then (∀ list x)F [x]),

where a does not occur free in F [x].
The fifth axiom is called induction principle. The formula F [x] is called an inductive

formula. The subformula F [<>] is called a base case of the induction. The subformula

(1) (∀ atom a)(∀ list x)( if F [x] then F [a • x])

is called an inductive step. The subformula F [x] of (1) is called induction hypothesis,
and F [a • x] is called condition. The variable x is called an inductive variable.

The subtuple is defined by the following axioms:
1. (∀ list x)(<>≺ x);
2. (∀ atom a)(∀ list x)(not ((a • x) ≺<>));
3. (∀ atom a)(∀list x, y)(a • x ≺ a • y ≡ x ≺ y);
4. (∀ atom a, b)(∀ list x, y)(if not (a = b) then a • x ≺ b • y ≡ a • x ≺ y);
A tuple y is said to be a permutation of another tuple x if each can be obtained from

the other simply by rearranging the elements.
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The permutation relation perm(x, y) is defined by the following axioms:
1. perm(<>, <>);
2. (∀ atom a)(∀ list x1, x2, y1, y2)(perm(x1• < a > •x2, y1• < a > •y2)

≡ perm(x1 • x2, y1 • y2));
3. (∀ list x, y)(if perm(x, y) then (∀ atom a)(a ∈ x ≡ a ∈ y)).
A tuple is said to be ordered if its elements are ordered into increasing order. The

unary predicate symbol order(x) is true if the atoms are ordered into increasing order.
order(x) is defined by the following axioms:

1. order(<>);
2. (∀ atom a)(order(< a >);
3. (∀ atom a, b)(∀ list x)(order(a • (b • x)) ≡< a >≺< b > and order(b • x)).

2. The methods for sorting.

2.1. Quicksort. The method quicksort is realized by the unary function quicksort(x).
Quicksort(x) produces a tuple, whose elements are into increasing order.

(2) (∀ list x)(order(list(quicksort(x))))

The function quicksort is defined by the axioms:
1. quicksort(<>) =<>;
2. (∀ atom a)(∀list x)(quicksort(a • x) = quicksort

(split(a, Before)• < a > •split(a, After)))).
The function split returns subtuple Before and After. Before contains those ele-

ments of x less than or equal to a. After contains those elements of x strictly greater
than a.

The auxiliary function split is defined by the axioms:
1. (∀ atom a)(split(a, <>) =<>);
2. (∀ atom a, b)(∀listx)(split(a, b • x) = if (not (< b >≺< a >)

then b • split(a, After) else split(a, Before));
3. (∀ atom a, b)(∀ list x)(split(a, b • x) = if (< b >≺< a >)

then split(a, Before) • b else split(a, After)).
The function split has following properties:
1.1 (∀ atom a)(∀ list x)(list(split(a, Before)));
1.2 (∀ atom a)(∀ list x)(list(split(a, After)));
2.1 (∀ atom a, b)(∀ list x)(if b ∈ split(a, Before) then < b >≺< a >);
2.2 (∀ atom a, b)(∀listx)(if b ∈ split(a, After) then not (< b >≺< a >));
3. (∀ atom a)(∀ list x)(perm(x, split(a, Before) • split(a, After))).
2.2 Insertion sort. The unary function symbol inssort (x ) produces a tuple whose

elements are the same as those of x but rearranged into increasing order.

(3) (∀ list x)(order(inssort(x))).

The function inssort (x ) is defined by the axioms:
1. inssort(<>) =<>;
2. (∀ atom a)(∀ list x)(inssort(a • x) = insert(a, inssort(x))).
The auxiliary function insert is defined by the axioms:
1. (∀ atom a)(insert(a, <>) =< a >);
2. (∀ atom a, b)(∀list x)(insert(a, b • x) = (if < a >≺< b > then a • (b • x)

else b • insert(a • x))).
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The functions inssort and insert always yield a tuple:
1. (∀ list x)(list(inssort(x)));
2. (∀ atom a)(∀ list x)(list(insert(a, x))).
The functions inssort and insert have following properties:
1. (∀ atom a)(∀ list x)(if order(x) then order(insert(a, x)));
2.1 (∀ atom a)(∀ list x)(perm(a • x, insert(a, x)));
2.2 (∀ list x)(perm(x, inssort(x)));
3. (∀ list x, y)(if order(y) and perm(x, y) then y = inssort(x));
4. (∀ list x)(inssort(inssort(x)) = inssort(x)).
2.3 Selection sort. The unary function selsort(x ) is defined by the axioms:
1. selsort(<>) =<>;
2.(∀ atom a)(∀ list x, y)(if a = sel(x• < a > •y)

then selsort(x• < a > •y) = a • selsort(x • y))).
The unary function sel produces the least element of nonempty tuple x. This function

is defined by the axioms:
1. (∀ atom a)(sel(< a >) = a);
2. (∀ atom a)(∀ list x)(if not (x =<>) then (sel(a • x) =

if < a >≺ sel(x) then a else sel(x)));
sel (x ) is indeed the least element of the nonempty tuple x, that is:

(∀ list x)(if not (x =<>) then(sel(x) ∈ x and (∀ atom a) if a ∈ x then sel(x) ≺<

a >))).
The function selsort has the following properties:

(4) (∀ list x)(order(selsort(x)));

(5) (∀ list x)(perm(x, selsort(x))).

Theorem (equivalence of methods for sorting)
1. (∀ list x)(inssort(x) = selsort(x)));
2. (∀ list x)(inssort(x) = quicksort(x)));
3. (∀ list x)(quicksort(x) = selsort(x))).

Proof. Let x is a tuple. perm (x, y) returns a tuple y. y contains same atoms as x.
order (x ) returns true if x is ordered into increasing order.

The functions quicksort, inssort and selsort have properties perm and order.
Perm (y, quicksort(x )) returns a tuple that is the result of function quicksort(x ).

This tuple y is a permutation of tuple x : y=quicksort(x ). order (y) is true. Therefore
y and x have exactly the same atoms, but ordered in different way. Atoms of y are into
increasing order. The tuple z=inssort(x ) and t=selsort(x ) have exactly the same atoms
as x too. z and t are into increasing order (by (2), (3), (4)). Therefore y, z and t are
one tuple - ordered tuple x.
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